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Conjoint experiments in Qualtrics
Conjoint experiments are becoming increasingly popular in political science, not least after the introduction
of user friendly software to design (Strezhnev et al. 2014) and analyse (Hainmueller et al. 2014) them. This
opens the opportunity for researchers to implement conjoint experiments so long as they are sufficiently
familiar with R to use Hainmueller et al.’s cjoint package and suffiently savvy to use Strezhnev et al.’s very
simple stand-alone conjointSDT software.
In a conjoint respondents are presented with multiple tasks comparing typically two profiles each featuring
values of a number of attributes. Figure 1 shows an implementation from an experiment I ran with Jan
Meyer-Sahling and Christian Schuster in Chilean central government. The image shows a table and two
subsequent questions (the study in fact has four such questions).
In the table, each row is an attribute, columns marked Functionario are profiles, and each cell in each
profile contains the values for an attribute for that profile. The two questions below are questions posed to
respondents, asking them to choose one profile over the other (in this case, which profile will be easiest to
motivate to work hard and which profile is more loyal to a government’s policy program).

The problem this note addresses
The conjoint experiment in figure 1 is implemented in Qualtrics and is one of four similar tasks. In each task,
new profiles are presented to respondents and the same questions are asked. There is a lot of randomisation
involved in this implementation to avoid design effects.

1. Attribute order is randomised for a respondent but consistent across tasks
2. Values are randomised for each profile in each task
3. The order of the two questions are randomised for a respondent but consistent across tasks
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Figure 1: Conjoint from a study of Chile’s central government
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Fortunately, Strezhnev et al.’s conjointSDT software takes care of 1. and 2. However, this software does not
implement 3. And herein lies the problem. In most conjoint experiments, respondent are presented with
multiple tasks. Qualtrics can randomise the order of questions below the conjoint table. But it will do this for
every task, meaning respondents are presented with the same questions beneath similarly looking tables but
in changing order. This is inelegant and may harm consistency, response rates, or respondent satisfaction.

Figure 2: Previously suggested survey flow from the Chile study
Of course, Qualtrics has a hotline and they are very helpful in this respect. When presented with the problem
by a colleage, they advised building the randomisation into the survey flow. Figure 2 shows a small fraction
of the necessary survey flow. The details of what is going on are not important. What is important that the
screen dump in figure 2 is but part of a much longer flow. This setup creates two problems:

1. Is is very strenuous to set up, requiring a lot of pointing and clicking
2. Any change to question formulation after the flow is set up requires numerous replacements of identical
text snips in the flow, again by a lot of pointing and clicking

I wrote this note for people who face this problem but are not happy spending hours pointing and clicking,
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for instance because a pre-test required a minimal change in a question formulation.

A simple solution
The simple solution I came up with relies on two elements that implementation of conjoint experiments in
Qualtrics using conjointSDT already requires. The first element is the PHP created by the conjointSDT
software. This file needs to be changed slightly. To do this, one needs an editor (or notepad but it gets
messy). Figure 3 shows the PHP from the Chile study opened in Synwrite (but any editor will do).

Figure 3: The beginning of the PHP from conjointSDT (in Synwrite)
The change that needs to be made to this file is slight. At the end of the file write (here demonstrated for
three questions as if the questions were “first question”, “second question”, and “third question”).
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$conjointquestions = array("first question","second question","third question");

shuffle($conjointquestions);

$returnarray["Question1"] = $conjointquestions[0];
$returnarray["Question2"] = $conjointquestions[1];
$returnarray["Question3"] = $conjointquestions[2];

The first line creates an array with the three questions (if you are unfamiliar with PHP do note the dollar
sign and the semicolon). The second line randomises the order of the questions using a pseudo randomisation
built into the PHP language. The remaining lines adds the randomised questions to the output array for
conjointSDT (called returnarray by default) as “Question1”, “Question2”, and “Question3” (note that the
first elemnt of an array is indexed 0 rather than 1).

Figure 4: Web service element for conjoint experiments
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Adding more questions is easy. Add a fourth question after the third before the parenthesis separated by a
comma. And add a new line stating $returnarray[“Question4”] = $conjointquestions[3]. More questions can
be added similarly.
The second element required by the solution is the Web service element that is embedded in the survey
flow. Figure 4 shows the beginning of this element for the Chile study.

Figure 5: The conjoint table and subsequent questions in Qualtrics
In the web service element, a website is provided where Qualtrics can access a PHP array to get information.
By default, the conjointSDT software labels attributes F-task-attribute and values F-task–profile-attribute,
meaning F-1-1 is the first attribute in the first task and F-1-1-1 is the value of the first attribute for the first
profile in the first task. These values can be set as embedded data automatically using the Test URL button
in Qualtrics.
After changing the PHP, uploading it, and clicking Test URL, the conjoint-question values should appear
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and can be included in the survey flow as embedded data. Once this is done, the conjoint questions can be
randomised by setting up each task in Qualtrics as shown in figure 5.
Importantly, the Question1 and Question2 embedded datafields do not change from task to task, whereas
the content of the table for the second task should use F-2-1-1 rather than F-1-1-1, and so on. With that,
randomisation is set up but remains consistent across tasks.

At the end
I hope this note will be helpful for those who which to avoid both question order effects and unhappy
respondents with conjoint experiments with multiple questions in Qualtrics. If you found it helpful, please do
cite the note as:
Mikkelsen, Kim Sass. 2016. Conjoint Experiments with Multiple Questions in Qualtrics. Research Note.
Odense: University of Southern Denmark
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